Down to earth: soil and turf

STRI agronomist David Boocock looks at the relationship between the soil you have and the turf you can expect — and how to improve quality if necessary. It’s another Greenkeeper International in-depth feature. Greater understanding of what’s underfoot starts here

He who dares... builds golf courses

In the first of a two-part feature, golf course architect Jonathan Gaunt draws comparison between penal and strategic course design and how these widely differing styles can influence the way golf is played

It’s all about educating club members

Success in defeating Poa annua depends on a number of factors, the most important of which is educating members. Then, says retired R&A agronomist Jim Arthur, changing the grass type on greens is possible

Preparing for spring, whenever that may be

Fine tuning for early pro tournament golf at Woburn poses particular problems for Neil Whitaker, Woburn’s course manager. Read about Seve’s favourite course and of Neil’s thoughtful preparations for the Dunhill Masters

After the exhibition, the pictures...

Reckoned by many to be the best-ever, January’s BTME at Harrogate was an occasion which kept it’s promise. See the pictures from greenkeeping’s premier event
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